"MEN JUST OUT OF COLLEGE LACK POWER OF DECISION," SAYS EMPLOYMENT EXPERT

N. H. Daniels '96 Tells F. E. Society That Personality, Congeniality, and Willingness to Work Are Roads to Success

Mr. N. H. Daniels '96, speaker yesterday afternoon, at the Harvard Business School quarterly meeting, in his address to the fashionable junior group, said that the individual's success is due to momentous factors, of which personality, congeniality, and willingness to work are the most important.

Mr. Daniels' subject was "What Have You to Do by College?" In view of the fact that he is in charge of the employment department of the Muscle and Western Engineering Corporation, his remarks were about to enter the commercial field of science. Mr. Daniels did shift his ground.

Mr. Daniels' closing line: "The most striking thing in connection with bringing young men just out of college is their lack of decision. They give no basis to their adaptability to professions, they merely say, 'Where do you want me to go?' They do not ask where they can do the best work. Whether they are suited for the work is a matter of second importance. The important thing is to decide what they want and go to the place where they can do their best work."

The black-out nature of the subject, as well as the propriety of the presentation, made the audience pay close attention to the speaker. As usual at such gatherings, the topic was very well received.

"Courage is the thing that is lacking in the majority of college graduates. It is a lack of courage that has kept many a brilliant young man from doing what he was fitted to do."

"The most striking thing in connection with bringing young men just out of college is their lack of decision. They give no basis to their adaptability to professions, they merely say, 'Where do you want me to go?' They do not ask where they can do the best work. Whether they are suited for the work is a matter of second importance. The important thing is to decide what they want and go to the place where they can do their best work."

A lunch bourse, including a surprise box of the newest American-made hats, was presented to Mr. Daniels for his address to the students.

In the absence of a motion to adjourn, the meeting closed.

The next meeting will be held, according to the announcement, on the 1st of May.